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Isolation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from blood provides a minimally-invasive alternative for basic understanding, diagnosis, and prognosis of metastatic cancer. The roles and clinical values of CTCs are under intensive investigation, yet most studies are limited by technical challenges in the comprehensive enrichment of intact and viable CTCs with minimal white blood cell (WBC) contamination. Here, we report a novel method based on contrast of cell magnetization in biocompatible ferrofluids (a colloidal magnetic nanoparticle suspension), termed as integrated ferrohydrodynamic cell separation (iFCS), that enriches CTCs in a tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive manner, achieves a high throughput (12 mL h−1, high recovery rate (99.08% at down to ~10 cells per mL spike ratio), and low WBC contamination (533 cells for every one milliliter blood processed) and is biocompatible. This method will enable large cohort research to define the clinical and diagnostic value of CTC subtypes.

Introduction

Insights into heterogeneity among circulating tumor cells (CTCs) have significant implications for basic and translational research of metastatic cancer that is responsible for over 90% of cancer-related mortality.1–4 While primary tumor characterization is the most common source of material to predict tumorigenesis, clinically relevant findings would include the ability to predict whether the tumor will likely metastasize and establish lethal colonies of tumors in distal organ sites. Due to the inherent heterogeneous composition of primary tumors, needle-biopsies and surgical samples may miss key diagnostic markers that would define the metastatic potential of the tumor. Characterizing blood borne circulating tumor cells provides a window into metastasis research as tumor cells are in route to their new niche, where these cells represent the disease potential of the tumors to establish multiple sites.3,4 Hence, CTCs could be a more representative sample of tumor disease potential than a primary tumor biopsy, including a compendium of genetic changes that increase metastatic potential over the course of tumor evolution. Development of innovative technologies that will allow the enrichment and characterization of a complete repertoire of viable CTCs could increase our understanding of metastasis and may lead to novel applications including the creation of in vitro and ex vivo models to experimentally manipulate and screen panels of patient-derived tumors.

Three concurrent technical challenges in existing CTC enrichment methods, including the dependence on specific tumor antigens for tumor cell recognition, inability to account for the variation of tumor cell sizes in isolation, and difficulty in keeping CTCs viable and intact for downstream analysis, complicated the study and applications of CTCs. These issues are worsened by the fact that CTCs are extremely rare, estimated at less than 10 tumor cells in every one-milliliter of whole blood. Past studies have shown that CTCs isolated by
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved CellSearch system, identified by the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) alone, were associated with poor prognosis in metastatic and localized carcinomas in clinical trials.5,6 However, increasingly CTCs were found to be a rare and heterogeneous population of different phenotypic subtypes,1,7 in which a fraction of original epithelial tumor cells could transition into stem-like mesenchymal cells in a metaplasia noted as EMT, epithelial to mesenchymal transition.3 This transition may be what gives CTCs the traits of high motility, invasiveness and limitless potential to create a new tumor site; therefore cells that have gone through this transition could possess the greatest threat of metastasis and short-term recurrence.3,4 Given the importance of EMT CTCs, the influence of mesenchymal properties on the prolonged survival of CTCs in the circulation, and on their capacity to form metastatic tumors, new methods are urgently needed to allow for a comprehensive enrichment and analysis of viable CTCs.

Microfluidics-based methods have provided a new avenue to enrich and study CTCs for the past decade but were often biased because of the use of specific tumor antigens or cell size threshold in enrichment. The majority of microfluidic methods operated based on either marker-dependent or cell size-dependent principles.8 For example, marker-dependent methods that relied on EpCAM or other combinations of tumor cell surface antigens were rendered ineffective due to the inherent heterogeneity of tumor subtypes.9 The significant difference among various markers and their expression levels in CTCs undergoing EMT was difficult to predict, resulting in incomplete recovery of CTCs from clinical samples. Cell size-dependent methods including those based on filtration,10 Dean flow and vortex chip11,12 depleted blood cells and recovered CTCs that were larger than \( \sim 10 \mu m \) in diameter, based on a presumed size difference between blood and cancer cells.8 The drawback of these methods was that a significant percentage of CTCs in circulation were comparable or even smaller than blood cells. For example, CTCs isolated by the CellSearch system showed a polydispersity of cellular diameters, with as small as \( \sim 4 \mu m \) CTCs captured from patients with malignant carcinomas and from patients with metastatic breast cancer.13,14 Others reported that CTCs smaller than \( \sim 6-8 \mu m \) (comparable to the red blood cell disk diameter) were captured using various methods from patients with prostate cancer, metastatic breast cancer, small cell lung cancer and metastatic colorectal cancer.15–20 In addition, our measurements of human white blood cells (WBCs) and cultured cancer cells revealed that there was a significant size overlap between the two, and an appreciable percentage (e.g., \( \sim 35\% \) for DMS79 and H69 small cell lung cancer cell lines) of cancer cells were smaller than 10 \( \mu m \). As a result, it was challenging for cell size-dependent methods to achieve complete recovery and low blood cell contamination simultaneously.8,21 Furthermore, CTCs are fragile and need to be processed with gentle enrichment conditions to keep their viability and tumorigenic capability for downstream studies. In summary, the inherent bias in tumor antigen-dependent and cell size-dependent methods, and the recognition that CTCs are highly rare, heterogeneous and fragile highlight the need to develop new methods that can enrich viable CTCs regardless of their surface antigen and size profiles.

In this paper, we addressed the above-mentioned challenges through the development of a novel CTC enrichment method that is based on the contrast of cell magnetization in ferrofluids, termed as integrated ferrohydrodynamic cell separation (iFCS), iFCS integrated both “diamagnetophoresis” and “magnetophoresis” of cells in a biocompatible ferrofluid with tunable magnetic nanoparticle concentration in a microfluidic device. The magnetization of the ferrofluid was chosen to lie between that of WBCs and CTCs, so that WBCs (labeled with magnetic beads) possessed a higher magnetization than their surrounding ferrofluids, and therefore flowed to a different device outlet than CTCs, which were unlabeled and possessed a lower magnetization (almost zero) than ferrofluids. Ferrofluids acted as liquid “magnetization filters”, which enriched CTCs with almost zero magnetization and depleted WBCs with high magnetization. The detailed description of the method is depicted in the Results and discussion section. Cell separation using either “diamagnetophoresis” or “magnetophoresis” alone is not new and has been summarized in recent reviews.22–27 However, demonstrations of co-existing “diamagnetophoresis” and “magnetophoresis” in microfluidic devices are new and limited only in microbead manipulation in the literature.28,29 Here we applied this method in a challenging CTC problem and achieved tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive enrichment; it allows for simultaneous depletion of WBCs and enrichment of viable CTCs, resulting in complete recovery of intact and viable CTCs with minimal WBC contamination that were suitable for clinical applications.

In developing this method, we performed systematic parametric studies of key factors influencing the performance of iFCS and determined parameters for the high throughput (12 mL h\(^{-1}\)), high recovery rate (99.08\% at down to \( \sim 10 \) cells per mL spike ratio), low WBC contamination (533 cells for every one milliliter blood processed) and biocompatible enrichment (cell viability of 97.69 ± 0.70\% after enrichment) of CTCs from the blood of cancer patients. iFCS was first validated with cancer cells from 8 cultured cell lines of 3 different types of cancer. The mean recovery rate of cancer cells from red blood cell (RBC)-lysed blood using this method was 99.08\%. The prototype iFCS device carried over on average 533 ± 34 WBCs per mL of blood processed. Enriched cancer cells had excellent short-term viability and intact capability to proliferate to confluence. Clinically, iFCS was first used to study cell size variation and surface antigen expression heterogeneity of CTCs enriched from 3 breast cancer patients and 3 lung cancer patients. This study revealed a high degree of variation in CTC sizes. 55.4\% of patient-derived CTCs possessed an effective diameter of less than 10 \( \mu m \), and there was a significant overlap in sizes between CTCs and WBCs. This study also showed the heterogeneity of epithelial and
mesenchymal characteristics in patient CTCs' surface antigen expression. These results highlighted the need for tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive methods such as iFCS. We used iFCS at a remote site (Henry Ford Health System, Detroit, Michigan) to investigate whether variable counts of CTC subtypes would correlate with clinical and diagnostic variables. We found, within a small cohort ($n = 6$) of early stage breast cancer patients, that mesenchymal and EMT subtypes of CTCs had a higher correlation to tumor grade than epithelial subtype.

**Experimental section**

**Model of iFCS and its validation**

We developed an analytical model used in this study to simulate cell trajectories in ferrofluids in a three-dimensional (3D) manner.\(^3\)\(^0\),\(^3\)\(^1\) It could predict 3D transport of diamagnetic cancer cells and magnetic WBCs in ferrofluids inside a microfluidic channel coupled with arbitrary configurations of permanent magnets. The magnets produced a spatially non-uniform magnetic field that led to a magnetic force on the cells. The trajectories of the cells in the device were obtained by (1) calculating the 3D magnetic force \textit{via} an experimentally verified and analytical distribution of magnetic fields as well as their gradients, together with a nonlinear Langevin magnetization model of the ferrofluid and (2) solving the governing equations of motion using analytical expressions of magnetic force and hydrodynamic viscous drag force in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).

**Synthesis and characterization of ferrofluids**

Maghemite nanoparticles ($10.91 \pm 4.86$ nm) were synthesized by a chemical co-precipitation method as previously described.\(^3\)\(^0\) The size and morphology of maghemite nanoparticles were characterized \textit{via} transmission electron microscopy (TEM; FEI, Eindhoven, the Netherlands). The magnetic properties of the ferrofluid were measured at room temperature using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM; MicroSense, Lowell, MA). The viscosity of ferrofluids was characterized with a compact rheometer (Anton Paar, Ashland, VA) at room temperature. Ferrofluid characterization data are listed in Fig. S1.\(^1\)

**Cell culture and sample preparation**

Cancer cell lines (ATCC, Manassas, VA) including four breast cancer (BrC) cell lines (HCC1806, HCC70, MCF7 and MDA-MB-231), two non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines (H1299 and H3122), two small cell lung cancer (SCLC) cell lines (DMS79 and H69), and one prostate cancer cell line (H1299 and H3122), two small cell lung cancer (SCLC) cell lines were used in this study. The cell lines were cultured at 37 °C under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO\(_2\). Cell culture and sample preparation methods such as iFCS. We used iFCS at a remote site (Henry Ford Health System, Detroit, Michigan) to investigate whether variable counts of CTC subtypes would correlate with clinical and diagnostic variables. We found, within a small cohort ($n = 6$) of early stage breast cancer patients, that mesenchymal and EMT subtypes of CTCs had a higher correlation to tumor grade than epithelial subtype.

Desired cancer cells (10, 25, 50, 100 or 200) were spiked into 1 mL of labeled WBCs.

**Ferrofluid biocompatibility**

Short-term cell viability after iFCS was examined using a Live/Dead assay (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). For long-term proliferation, separated HCC1806 cells from an iFCS device were washed three times with culture medium to remove the nanoparticles, and then the cells were suspended in culture medium and seeded into a T25 flask. The cells were then cultured at 37 °C under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO\(_2\). Cellular morphology was inspected every 24 hours.

**Microfluidic experimental setup and procedure**

During a typical experiment, a microfluidic device inserted within the manifold was placed on the stage of an inverted microscope (Axio Observer, Carl Zeiss, Germany) for observation and recording. Two fluid inputs were controlled by individual syringe pumps (Chemyx, Stafford, TX). Blood samples were injected into an inlet of an iFCS device, and a sheath flow of ferrofluids was injected into a second inlet. Images and videos of cells were recorded with a CCD camera (Carl Zeiss, Germany). After enrichment, cells were collected in a 15 mL centrifuge tube with complete culture medium. Fabricated devices were flushed with 70% ethanol for 10 minutes and then primed with 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 2 mM EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 10 minutes before each use.

**Human subject statement and sample processing**

All experiments related to human subjects were performed in compliance with the applicable federal, state, and institutional policies and procedures in the United States. The names of the institutional committees that approved these experiments are listed below. Informed consent was obtained for any experimentation with human subjects. Healthy human blood samples were obtained from the Clinical and Translational Research Unit of the University of Georgia with informed consents according to a protocol approved by the University of Georgia Institutional Review Board (IRB) (STUDY00005431). Healthy donor samples were used for spike-in experiments with cell lines. Cancer patient samples
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collected at the University Cancer and Blood Center (Athens, Georgia) were approved by the University of Georgia Institutional Review Board (IRB) (STUDY00005431) before study initiation and informed consent was obtained from the participants. Cancer patient samples collected at Henry Ford Health System (Detroit, Michigan) were approved by the Henry Ford Health System Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Davis-11564) before study initiation and informed consent was obtained from the participants. All blood samples were collected in either vacutainer K3-EDTA tubes (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) or cell-free DNA BCT (Streck, Omaha, NE) and were processed within 2 hours of blood draw. Detailed patient information and CTC enumeration are listed in Table S1. Complete blood count (CBC) reports were obtained to determine the number of WBCs. Whole blood was labeled with leucocyte-specific biotinylated antibodies including anti-CD45 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), anti-CD16 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), and anti-CD66b (BioLegend, San Diego, CA) for 30 minutes. The antibody conjugated blood was lysed with RBC lysis buffer (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) for 5 minutes at room temperature. Fig. S2† shows that RBC lysis resulted in a small but negligible cell loss (0.08%). Blood cells were then incubated with streptavidin-coated magnetic Dynabeads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) for 30 minutes on a rocker. All the labeling and washing procedures were carried out following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. Blood cells were finally suspended in the same volume of ferrofluid (0.028% v/v) containing 0.1% (v/v) Pluronic F-68 non-ionic surfactant (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) before processing.

CTC identification

After processing of blood with an iFCS device, cells were immobilized onto a poly-ε-lysine coated glass slide with a customized cell collection chamber. The collected cells were fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes and subsequently permeabilized with 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 minutes. The cells were then blocked with a blocking reagent (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) for 30 minutes. After blocking nonspecific binding sites, the cells were immunostained with primary antibodies including anti-cytokeratin (CK3-6H5)-FITC (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) or EpCAM (EBA-1)-Alexa Fluor 488 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), vimentin (V9)-Alexa Fluor 647 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), and N-cadherin (13A9)-Alexa Fluor 594. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. All samples were also stained with anti-CD45 (HI30)-PE (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) to identify leucocytes. After immunofluorescence staining, the cells were washed with PBS and coverslipped with mounting medium for imaging or stored at 4 °C.

CTC culture

Primary cells were centrifuged at 200 × g for 5 minutes at 37 °C and resuspended in RPMI-1640 medium with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Cells were cultured in a vented T25 flask at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Primary cells were cultured over a 72 hour period. At the end of the culture period, cultured cells were confirmed to have either an epithelial marker (EpCAM), or a mesenchymal marker (Vimentin), or both through immunofluorescent staining. Once confirmed, bright field images of cell culture were taken to calculate the primary cell growth rate over a 72 hour period.

Results and discussion

Overview of iFCS

The integrated ferrohydrodynamic cell separation (iFCS) method uses the following strategy to achieve tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive enrichment of viable CTCs and simultaneous depletion of contaminating WBCs, leaving intact CTCs at its device’s output with minimal WBC carryover. In this strategy, WBCs are rendered magnetic by labeling them with magnetic microbeads through a combination of leukocyte biomarkers, while CTCs remain unlabeled. WBC-bead conjugates and CTCs continuously flow through a microfluidic device filled with a ferrofluid, a colloidal suspension of magnetic nanoparticles with tunable particle concentration. The magnetization of the ferrofluid must be adjusted to be less than that of WBC-bead conjugates so that unlabeled CTCs with a close to zero magnetization, regardless of their sizes, are pushed towards a magnetic field minimum due to a phenomenon known as “diamagnetophoresis” (Fig. 1a, top), while WBC-bead conjugates are attracted to a magnetic field maximum through a competition between both “magnetophoresis” and “diamagnetophoresis” (Fig. 1a, bottom), and continuously depleted. In summary, the strategy of iFCS relies on the fact that the magnetic field strength at the center of the cell.

\[
F_{mag} = \mu_0 V_{cell} \left[ \left( M_{cell} - M_{fluid} \right) \cdot V \right] \vec{H}
\]

where \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ H m}^{-1} \) is the permeability of free space, \( V_{cell} \) is the volume of the cell, \( M_{cell} \) is its magnetization, \( M_{fluid} \) is magnetization of the ferrofluid surrounding the cell, and \( \vec{H} \) is magnetic field strength at the center of the cell. For cells in ferrofluids under a magnetic field, the magnitudes of the magnetization of the cell \( M_{cell} \) and the ferrofluid \( M_{fluid} \) with superparamagnetic particles in it can be modeled \( \text{via} \) a Langevin function. From eqn (1), we learn that the magnetic force directs cells to either a magnetic field maximum or minimum depending on the contrast between cell and fluid magnetizations, \( i.e., \) the sign of the term \( M_{cell} - M_{fluid} \), and
the magnitude of the force is also proportional to the volume of the cell $V_{cell}$.

Fig. 1 illustrates the design of a prototype iFCS microfluidic device based on the above principle. We incorporated two enrichment stages in prototype devices, in order to prevent magnetic microbead aggregation due to the use of a large number of magnetic beads. Prior to device processing, WBCs in blood were labeled with magnetic microbeads through leukocyte surface biomarkers so that the overall magnetization of the WBC–bead conjugates $M_{WBC-bead}$ was larger than the surrounding ferrofluid medium $M_{fluid}$. In the first stage, a magnetic field gradient was generated to push unlabeled and sheath-focused CTCs to remain at the upper boundary of a microchannel, while attracting unbound magnetic microbeads and WBCs labeled with $\geq 3$ microbeads towards a waste outlet. A significant percentage of magnetic beads and WBCs were depleted before the second stage to alleviate potential bead aggregation. In the second stage, a symmetric magnetic field with its maximum at the middle of the channel was used to attract the remaining WBC–bead conjugates towards the channel center for fast depletion, and direct unlabeled CTCs towards the upper and lower boundaries for collection. Green arrows with gradients indicate the distribution of magnetic fields in each stage. c. Top-view of the iFCS microchannel. The microchannel consists of a filter that removes larger than $\sim 50 \mu m$ debris, a first and second stage for CTC enrichment and WBC depletion. d. A photo of the prototype microchannel (left) and assembled iFCS device with four permanent magnets in a quadrupole configuration inside a holder (right). The microfluidic device and permanent magnets were placed within an aluminum manifold during its operation. Scale bars: 1 cm.
towards the channel center for fast depletion, while unlabelled CTCs flowing along the upper and lower channel boundaries were collected for analysis at the end of the channel (Fig. S3†). This design aimed to enrich all CTCs regardless of their surface antigens and sizes, and at the same time remove virtually all WBCs from collection outlets.

A physical model was developed to optimize the prototype device for practical CTC enrichment. CTCs are extremely rare in blood circulation and hidden among millions of WBCs with a similar size. The rate of CTC occurrence was reported to be <10 cells in one milliliter of blood.\(^8,21\) In order to optimize the iFCS method and objectively evaluate its performance, we used four metrics, including the cell-processing throughput, CTC recovery rate, WBC contamination and integrity of enriched cells, which were consistent with reports of existing methods (see Table S2†). For iFCS, the parameters that affected these four metrics include the device geometry, magnetic field and its gradient, magnetic bead labeling efficiency of WBCs, flow rate of cells, and ferrofluid properties. These parameters were coupled and needed to be optimized systematically. We created such a model that could predict three-dimensional (3D) trajectories of cells under laminar flow conditions inside the device.\(^30,31\) Diamagnetic force, magnetic force and hydrodynamic drag force were taken into consideration in simulating the cell trajectories. This physical model provided analytical and quick design optimization to determine the above-mentioned operating parameters depending on design constraints.

**Optimization of iFCS for CTC enrichment**

We optimized iFCS for tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive enrichment of CTCs, with a goal of enriching the entire repertoire of viable CTCs with minimal WBC contamination. In quantitative terms, the performance goals for iFCS devices included: (1) a complete CTC recovery rate of >99% at a clinically relevant occurrence rate for CTCs (1–10 cells per mL), regardless of their surface antigens and sizes; (2) a minimal WBC contamination of ~500 cells at the device output for every one milliliter of blood processed; (3) a blood processing throughput of more than 10 mL h\(^{-1}\); (4) unaffected cell integrity after enrichment, including viability and proliferation. These metrics were chosen as targets after a survey of existing microfluidic CTC enrichment methods (see Table S2†).

Systematic optimization of iFCS devices focused on the effects of device geometry, magnetic microbeads functionalized per WBC, magnetic field and its gradient, flow rates, and ferrofluid concentration on device performance, including the throughput, recovery rate and WBC contamination. Firstly, we determined microchannel dimensions for both stages by balancing a clinical need of processing at least 10 milliliters of blood within one hour, and a need to maintain laminar flow in the device. The final channel dimensions (first stage: 55 × 1.6 × 0.3 mm; second stage: 55 × 1.2 × 0.3 mm; \(L \times W \times H\)) were optimized so that the Reynold’s number was on the order of 10 when the cell flow rate was 12 mL h\(^{-1}\), ensuring laminar flow conditions and physiologically equivalent shear rates (first stage average: 270.8 s\(^{-1}\); range: 63.4–510.4 s\(^{-1}\); second stage average: 190.8 s\(^{-1}\); range: 54.4–360.5 s\(^{-1}\)) during CTC enrichment.\(^33\) The prototype microchannel and assembled device are shown in Fig. 1c and d. Secondly, the amplitude of magnetic force on cells is proportional to the amplitude of the magnetic field gradient. In order to maximize the field gradient, we adopted a quadrupole magnet configuration in the iFCS device that could generate a magnetic flux density in the range of 0.5–1.5 T, and a magnetic flux density gradient up to 625 T m\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 2a). Thirdly, the number of magnetic microbeads functionalized onto WBCs should be maximized to increase the contrast between WBC–bead conjugates and surrounding ferrofluids. Therefore, we optimized a WBC functionalization protocol by using a combination of three leukocyte surface biomarkers. Streptavidin-coated Dynabeads (1.05 \(\mu\)m, 11.4% Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) volume fraction) and biotinylated anti-human CD45, CD15 and CD66b antibody combinations were used. The results in Fig. 2b show that with antibody and bead concentrations (CD45: 100 fg per WBC, CD15: 75 fg per WBC, CD66b: 75 fg per WBC, magnetic beads: 125 per WBC), WBCs were conjugated with 34 ± 11 beads, and >99.9% of WBCs were labeled. The average magnetic content volume fraction of WBCs from the bead conjugation was 0.36%, with a minimal value of 0.026%, corresponding to WBCs that were labeled with just one magnetic bead. By choosing a ferrofluid concentration that was in the vicinity of the minimal value of WBCs’ magnetic content volume fraction, it became possible to deplete virtually all WBCs.

The remaining optimization focused on the effect of ferrofluid concentration and cell-processing throughput on the performance metrics in the second stage. For this part of optimization, we calculated two outputs – a deflection in the \(y\)-direction for cells (see Fig. 2a for coordinates), denoted as \(Y\), and a separation distance between WBCs and CTCs, denoted as \(\Delta Y\). Both outputs were optimized using parameters including ferrofluid concentration (0.0–0.04% v/v) and throughput (0–700 \(\mu\)L min\(^{-1}\), i.e., 0–42 mL h\(^{-1}\)). The goal was to maximize the CTC recovery rate and minimize WBC contamination, which translated to maximizing \(\Delta Y\) and cell-processing throughput simultaneously. Fig. 2c shows that the separation distance \(\Delta Y\) reached a maximum when using a ferrofluid with a 0.028% magnetic volume fraction, and the largest throughput that could be achieved without compromising CTC recovery was 200 \(\mu\)L min\(^{-1}\) (i.e., 12 mL h\(^{-1}\)).

In summary, the optimization resulted in the following operating parameters for the prototype iFCS devices: a magnetic flux density in the range of 0.5–1.5 T, and a magnetic flux density gradient up to 625 T m\(^{-1}\) via assembling four NdFeB permanent magnets in a quadrupole configuration; WBCs conjugated with 34 ± 11 magnetic beads, and over 99.9% WBCs labeled; a cell-processing throughput of 12 mL h\(^{-1}\); a ferrofluid concentration of 0.028% (v/v). The microchannels in the device had a thickness of 300 \(\mu\)m and a total length of 55 mm, and the widths of the microchannels for...
the first and second stages were 1600 μm and 1200 μm, respectively. Using these parameters, we studied via simulation the recovery rate of CTCs (CTC size range: 3–32 μm in spherical diameter) spiked into WBCs (WBC size range: 5–25 μm in...
spherical diameter, 34 ± 11 magnetic beads per cell). We chose the smallest diameter of CTCs to be 3 μm, a value that was smaller than the smallest reported CTCs from clinical samples13,14 in order to test the robustness of the tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive enrichment method. Fig. 2d shows a distribution of cell locations at the end of each stage. In quantitative terms, Fig. 2e reports that 96.35% of the initial WBCs that were labeled with ≥3 beads and all unbound beads were depleted after just the first stage while all CTCs were persevered, including the smallest 3 μm ones. After the second stage, 3.60% of the initial WBCs that were labeled with 2–3 beads were further removed without affecting CTCs. Overall, these two stages together were predicated to be able to deplete 99.95% of WBCs (corresponding to ~500 WBC contamination or carryover per milliliter of blood processed) and preserve 100% of CTCs regardless of their size profile.

Validation of iFCS with spiked cancer cells in human blood

Using the optimized device geometry and operating parameters, we studied cancer cell enrichment in iFCS prototype devices using a total of 8 cultured cancer cell lines that have drastically different average cell sizes and polydispersity, including 4 BrC cell lines, 2 NSCLC cell lines, and 2 SCLC cell lines. The performance of the enrichment was evaluated in terms of the cell-processing throughput, cell recovery rate, WBC contamination/carryover, and integrity of isolated cells. The results were also compared to simulation for testing the robustness of the analytical model. A typical enrichment process can be visualized in Fig. 3a and b, in which ~100 green fluorescently stained HCC1806 BrC cells (cell size range 6–47 μm) were spiked into 1 mL of WBCs and processed in an iFCS device at a flow rate of 12 mL h⁻¹. In the first stage (Fig. 3a, top: phase contrast; bottom: epifluorescence), magnetic force attracted labeled WBCs and unbound beads toward a waste outlet while unlabeled cells including all CTCs and approximately 3.65% of WBCs were continuously flowed via a ferrofluid concentration (0.028% v/v) and low shear rate in enrichment. As shown in Fig. 3g, the cell viability of HCC1806 BrC cells before and after enrichment was determined to be 98.30 ± 0.56% and 97.69 ± 0.70%, respectively, indicating a negligible decrease in cell viability before and after the iFCS process. Representative fluorescence images of cells are shown in Fig. 3h. We also studied whether enriched cancer cells continued to proliferate normally. Fig. 3i shows the images of enriched HCC1806 BrC cells on the third day. They were able to proliferate to confluence and maintain the morphology after the iFCS process. The fluorescence image in Fig. 3i also confirmed that cells were viable after the 3 day culture. Enriched cells were intact and suitable for immunofluorescent and cytopathological staining (Fig. 3j and Fig. S6†).

Profiling cell size and surface antigen heterogeneity among CTCs in cancer patients

iFCS devices were capable of enriching CTCs regardless of their cell size variation and surface antigen heterogeneity...
from clinical samples of breast cancer patients. We investigated whether the heterogeneous population of CTC cell types enriched from iFCS could potentially yield greater clinical utility. For this purpose, we studied two cohorts of cancer patients (breast cancer and lung cancer). We quantified the numbers and sizes of CTCs overall, then defined and quantified CTC subtypes in each patient and found distinct quantities of CTC subtypes within the patient cohort.
categorized the CTC subtypes based on their expression of cell surface markers for epithelial and mesenchymal cell types.

In the first cohort, we used iFCS devices to process blood samples from 3 breast cancer patients who were recruited and consented from the University Cancer and Blood Center (Athens, Georgia) under an approved IRB protocol (University of Georgia, STUDY00005431). These patients are identified as the breast cancer optimization cohort (BrC-P#-Opt, in which # indicates the number of patient) in this paper. After iFCS enrichment, enriched cells were stained with the epithelial marker (EpCAM), mesenchymal markers (vimentin and N-cadherin), leukocyte marker (CD45) and nucleus staining DAPI for their identification. CTCs were identified as epithelial positive (EpCAM+/CD45−/DAPI+), mesenchymal positive (Vim+/CD45−/DAPI+, N-cad+/CD45−/DAPI+ or Vim+/N-cad+/CD45−/DAPI+), or both epithelial and mesenchymal positive (EpCAM+/Vim+/N-cad+/CD45−/DAPI+), while WBCs were identified as CK−/Vim−/N-cad−/CD45+/DAPI+. The results from this study are summarized in Fig. 4. Examples of intact CTCs from device outputs are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. S7a.† We first learned that the effective diameter of CTCs, defined as the maximum Feret diameter of cells from bright field images, showed a high degree of polydispersity among these

![Fig. 4 Profiling variation in CTC sizes and heterogeneity of CTC surface antigen expressions from breast cancer patient samples (first cohort, n = 3). a. Bright field and immunofluorescence images of 7 selected individual CTCs enriched from 3 breast cancer (BrC) patients. Five channels were used in immunofluorescent staining, including the leukocyte marker CD45 (red), epithelial CTC marker EpCAM (green), mesenchymal CTC markers N-cadherin (N-cad, cyan) and vimentin (Vim, magenta), and nucleus marker DAPI (blue). White blood cells were identified as CD45+/EpCAM−/N-cad−/Vim−/DAPI+, while CTCs were identified as either EpCAM+/CD45−/DAPI+ (epithelial positive), or N-cad+/Vim+/CD45−/DAPI+ (mesenchymal positive), or EpCAM+/N-cad+/Vim+/CD45−/DAPI+ (both epithelial and mesenchymal positive). Scale bar: 10 μm. b. Quantitative analysis of the effective diameter (maximum Feret diameter of cells from their bright field images) of individual CTCs and WBCs enriched from 3 breast cancer patients’ samples. Randomly selected CTCs from these patients revealed a high polydispersity of cell sizes. CTCs from patient 1 (breast cancer, stage IIIA, BrC-P1-Opt) had diameters of 11.99 ± 7.87 μm (n = 24; mean ± s.d.; smallest 4.95 μm; largest 33.11 μm); CTCs from patient 2 (breast cancer, stage IA, BrC-P2-Opt) had diameters of 13.73 ± 6.76 μm (n = 26; mean ± s.d.; smallest 6.00 μm; largest 32.10 μm); CTCs from patient 3 (breast cancer, stage IA, BrC-P3-Opt) had diameters of 9.67 ± 3.60 μm (n = 30; mean ± s.d.; smallest 4.51 μm; largest 23.48 μm). WBCs pooled from 3 breast cancer patients had diameters of 9.83 ± 2.27 μm (n = 60; mean ± s.d.; smallest 5.48 μm; largest 21.45 μm). c. Analysis of surface antigens expression of individual CTCs from 3 breast cancer patients’ samples revealed a high heterogeneity of epithelial and mesenchymal characteristics in these cells. Cells from each patient are grouped into three categories (columns): epithelial positive (E+: EpCAM+/CD45−/DAPI+), mesenchymal positive (M+: N-cad+/Vim+/CD45−/DAPI+), and both epithelial and mesenchymal positive (E+/M+: EpCAM+/N-cad+/Vim+/CD45−/DAPI+). Numbers in each column indicate the absolute number of cells in each category. For BrC-P1-Opt, 12.93% of CTCs were epithelial positive, 78.45% of CTCs were mesenchymal positive, and 8.62% of CTCs were both epithelial and mesenchymal positive. For BrC-P2-Opt, 54.88% of CTCs were epithelial positive, 30.49% of CTCs were mesenchymal positive, and 14.63% of CTCs were both epithelial and mesenchymal positive. For BrC-P3-Opt, 31.75% of CTCs were epithelial positive, 65.06% of CTCs were mesenchymal positive, and 3.17% of CTCs were both epithelial and mesenchymal positive.}
enriched cells. For example, patient 1 of this cohort (BrC-P1-Opt) had an advanced stage breast cancer diagnosis (stage IIIA, pre-surgery). We identified 232 CTCs in 9.0 mL of blood (25 CTCs per mL) from this patient. Effective diameters measured from randomly selected cells ($n = 24$) of this patient were $11.99 \pm 7.87 \mu m$ (mean ± s.d.), where the smallest diameter was 4.95 $\mu m$ and the largest was 33.11 $\mu m$ (Fig. 4b). We characterized surface antigen expressions using the above mentioned markers for 232 cells from this patient. The characterization revealed a high degree of heterogeneity of antigen expressions: 12.93% was epithelial positive, 78.45% was mesenchymal positive, and 8.62% was both epithelial and mesenchymal positive (Fig. 4c). Patient 2 of this cohort (BrC-P2-Opt) had an early stage breast cancer diagnosis (stage IA, post-surgery). 82 CTCs were identified in 12.0 mL of blood (6 CTCs per mL) from this patient. Effective diameters of CTCs ($n = 26$) again showed high polydispersity (mean ± s.d. = 13.73 ± 6.76 $\mu m$, smallest diameter 6.00 $\mu m$, and largest diameter 32.10 $\mu m$). Surface antigen expressions of cells ($n = 82$) revealed that 54.88% was epithelial positive, 30.49% was mesenchymal positive, and 14.63% was both epithelial and mesenchymal positive. Similarly, a third post-surgery patient (BrC-P3-Opt) with a stage IA breast cancer diagnosis exhibited variations in CTC size and heterogeneity among antigen expressions.

Overall, we found a variety of CTC subtypes that were positive for either epithelial or mesenchymal factors alone, or cells that were positive for both factors in this cohort (Fig. 4a). The cells that were positive for both factors likely represent CTCs that are in transition between epithelial and mesenchymal status, indicating their evolution to more virulent tumor cell phenotypes. We found that each patient had a wide range of sizes of CTCs that overlapped with the size distribution of WBCs (Fig. 4b). This indicates that existing cell-size dependent methods could greatly decrease the sensitivity of CTC enrichment, by excluding a large proportion of CTCs. Given the proportion of CTC subtypes in each patient, and the corresponding distribution of cell sizes for each patient, a large proportion of the size-excluded CTCs would have been mesenchymal (Fig. 4b and c). We also observed that the relative numbers of CTC types varied greatly among patients (Fig. 4c). For example, “Patient 1” (BrC-P1-Opt) and “Patient 3” (BrC-P3-Opt) carried predominantly mesenchymal CTCs and “Patient 2” (BrC-P2-Opt) carried predominantly epithelial CTCs. In each case, the relative number of transitioning EMT cells (positive for both epithelial and mesenchymal markers) was the least abundant within patient sample counts; however, the relative number of EMT cells significantly varied among patients. We went on to determine if these variable counts of CTC subtypes would correlate with clinical and diagnostic variables in a third cohort at Henry Ford Health System (Detroit, Michigan). Explicitly, we postulated whether the patients with the highest count of either mesenchymal or EMT cells would also have the most aggressive tumor phenotypes. These results will be discussed after the next section.

We extended our study to a second cohort consisting of 3 non-surgical stage IV lung cancer patients. They were recruited and consented from the University Cancer and Blood Center (Athens, Georgia) under the same IRB protocol (University of Georgia, STUDY00005431). These patients are identified as the lung cancer optimization cohort (LC-P#-Opt, in which # indicates the number of patient). The same blood collection, processing and cell identification approaches were used as those for the breast cancer cohort, except cytokeratin (CK) was replaced with EpCAM as the epithelial marker. CTCs were identified as epithelial positive (CK+/CD45+/DAPI+), mesenchymal positive (Vim+/CD45+/DAPI+, N-cad+/CD45+/DAPI+, or Vim+/N-cad+/CD45+/DAPI+), or both epithelial and mesenchymal positive (CK+/Vim+/N-cad+/CD45-/DAPI−), while WBCs were identified as CK−/Vim−/N-cad−/CD45−/DAPI−. The results are summarized in Fig. 5 with intact CTCs being shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. S7b. We learned that CTCs from lung cancer patients were highly variable in cell sizes and antigen expressions too. For example, patient 1 of this cohort (LC-P1-Opt) was diagnosed with advanced stage non-small cell lung cancer (stage IV). 228 CTCs were identified in 9.0 mL of blood (25 CTCs per mL). Effective diameters of CTCs ($n = 39$) were $9.73 \pm 3.11 \mu m$ (mean ± s.d.), where the smallest diameter was 4.59 $\mu m$ and the largest was 18.52 $\mu m$. Surface antigen expression characterization of cells ($n = 228$) showed that 11.84% was epithelial positive, 78.95% was mesenchymal positive, and 9.21% was both epithelial and mesenchymal positive. Data on the second patient (LC-P2-Opt, stage IV small cell lung cancer) and the third patient (LC-P3-Opt, stage IV non-small cell lung cancer) were consistent with this observation. The study on both breast cancer and lung cancer patients shows that CTCs from them are highly variable in cell diameters and in most cases their diameters overlap with contaminating WBCs (Fig. 4b and 5b). Furthermore, surface antigen expressions of CTCs are non-uniform across cells, making methods relying solely on the cell diameter or antigen expression ineffective. iFCS devices, insensitive to both size and antigen variations, are able to enrich CTCs and preserve these variations.

**Non-EpCAM positive type of CTCs enriched by iFCS show better correlation with pathological variables in early-stage breast cancer patients**

In the third cohort, we used iFCS devices at Henry Ford Health System (Detroit, Michigan) to process blood samples from 6 breast cancer patients who were recruited and consented under an approved IRB protocol (Henry Ford Health System, Davis-11564). These patients are identified as the breast cancer culture cohort (BrC-P#-Culture, in which # indicates the number of patient). Peripheral blood was collected from the patients before initiation of treatment. Similar blood collection, processing and cell identification approaches were used to those in other cohorts. After iFCS enrichment, enriched cells were stained with the epithelial marker (EpCAM), mesenchymal markers (vimentin), and
leukocyte marker (CD45) for their identification. CTCs were identified as epithelial positive (EpCAM+/CD45−), mesenchymal positive (Vim+/CD45−), or both epithelial and mesenchymal positive (EpCAM+/Vim+/CD45−). While WBCs were identified as CD45+. The results from this study are summarized in Fig. 6. When we compared the number of each CTC subtype with clinical-pathology variables, we found interesting correlations that suggest that the non-EpCAM positive type of CTCs, defined as vimentin-only positive and both EpCAM and vimentin positive, may have better prediction value with regard to prognosis and diagnosis, relative to epithelial (EpCAM-only positive) CTCs. Specifically, when we correlated the numbers of each CTC subtype with tumor grade, we found that EpCAM-only CTCs were the least correlated with this variable ($R^2 = 0.025$) while mesenchymal cells (vimentin-only CTCs) were significantly more correlated ($R^2 = 0.584$). Interestingly, the EMT cells had the highest correlation with grade ($R^2 = 0.734$), suggesting that the presence of these transitioning cells may indicate the invasiveness and aggressiveness of the primary tumor (Fig. S8†).

We also investigated how relative CTC subtype counts correspond to standard clinical diagnostic variables. We observed that of the patients with the 21-gene recurrence risk scores (RS), the patient with the highest score (BrC-P6-Culture, RS = 16) had the highest proportion of mesenchymal only CTCs and also the lowest proportion of EMT CTCs. This
may indicate that the relative numbers of cells in transition vs. cells that have completely transitioned to mesenchymal status may be indicative of metastatic potential. Conversely, the patient with the lowest RS score had the highest
proportion of epithelial CTCs and the largest proportion of EMT CTCs (Fig. 6c). Of all the patients with RS values in this cohort, when we compared these with the relative numbers of CTC subtypes, we found no significant correlation with this test. One limitation of this negative finding is that only 3 out of 6 patients had an indication for ordering the 21-gene recurrence test and therefore we could not determine a specific correlation of CTC subtypes with great confidence. As an alternative to recurrence risk scores, we investigated whether the relative correspondence of CTC subtypes with clinical stages had a better correlation in these patients with recurrence risk estimates. Similar to our 21-gene recurrence test observations, we found that the patient with the highest tumor stage (IIA) also had the highest proportion of mesenchymal-only CTCs and the lowest proportion of epithelial CTCs (Fig. 6d). While the limitations of these comparisons preclude statistical significance, there is a compelling trend of specific CTC subtypes correlated with the clinical stage and prognosis among the small subset of patients. These preliminary findings, while not yet clinically significant, clearly show the feasibility of utilizing the iFCS device output to establish basic research that can be translational upon further investigations and larger cohort numbers. Particularly, we hypothesize that our findings will be congruent with those already established with the correlated presence of CTCs and disease progression. Further, profiling subsets of CTCs can refine our understanding of specific mechanisms of metastasis that transcend the primary tumor site.

Because iFCS allows us to obtain viable cells, we also cultured CTCs for each patient as a pooled/bulk output initiation culture, as opposed to single-cell inoculation for homogenous cultures of specific subtypes. CTC culturing has been documented to be a low-yield process with some methods focusing on long-term maintenance of primary CTCs for development of propagated cell lines using growth factor supplements. Other studies focus on short-term colony cultures using growth factor cocktails or immune cell co-culture to study diversity in tumor phenotypes. Success rates of using growth factor cocktails or immune cell co-culture to focus combinatorial performance in the above-mentioned four categories than all existing methods except for the CTC-iChip. We compared the performance of iFCS to the state-of-the-art CTC-iChip in Table S6, and found that iFCS had better combinatorial performance in the above-mentioned four categories than all existing methods except for the CTC-iChip. To objectively compare iFCS’s performance to existing methods, we used four metrics including the cell-processing throughput, CTC recovery rate, WBC contamination and integrity of enriched cells. These metrics are often used in reports of existing methods. The performance metrics of iFCS were: (1) a recovery rate of 99.08% at an extremely low CTC occurrence rate (1–10 cells per mL); (2) a WBC carryover of 533 ± 34 cells for every 1 milliliter of blood processed; (3) a blood processing throughput of 12 mL h−1; (4) minimally affected cell integrity after enrichment. We compared iFCS’s performance to a total of 36 recently published CTC enrichment methods (see Table S2†) and found that iFCS had better combinatorial performance in the above-mentioned four categories than all existing methods except for the CTC-iChip. Throughput, CTC recovery rate, WBC contamination and integrity. The operation of the CTC-iChip integrated three working principles including cell size based deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) to deplete red blood cells, inertial focusing to concentrate nucleated cells, and magnetophoretic separation to separate CTCs. The CTC-iChip had state-of-the-art performance in CTC enrichment and an advantage of whole-blood processing without the need for lysis. However, the size based DLD stage risked depleting CTCs smaller than or of similar size to red blood cells (~6–8 μm), which appeared frequently in tumor antigen based enrichment methods. To the best of our knowledge, two generations of the CTC-iChip existed, with the original published in 2013 quoting its DLD cutoff size to be 8 μm, and a monolithic version published in 2017 quoting its DLD cutoff size to be 5.5 μm. Given that the disk diameter of a red blood cell is 6–8 μm, it is reasonable to assume that the DLD stages in the CTC-iChip could not completely differentiate between red blood cells and CTCs of 6–8 μm or less in diameter, and risked depleting them all together. iFCS has an advantage of being able to
recover small CTCs, because it does not differentiate CTCs and blood cells based on their diameters. Instead it uses the contrast of cellular magnetization for enrichment. Two enrichment stages existed in prototype iFCS devices. In the first stage, unlabeled and sheath-focused CTCs were concentrated to the second stage, while WBCs labeled with multiple magnetic beads flowed to a waste outlet. In the second stage, WBCs were further depleted while unlabeled CTCs were collected. This design ensured that all CTCs were enriched regardless of their surface antigens and sizes, at the same time removing virtually all WBCs from collection outlets. We confirmed with patient samples that iFCS could recover small CTCs. On average, 34.5% of CTCs recovered by iFCS (33.1% for NSCLC CTCs, 36.4% for SCLC CTCs, and 34.6% for BrC CTCs) were less than 8 μm (see Table S5). iFCS has a second advantage over the CTC-iChip for its simplicity in modeling and integration. A single physical model of iFCS, taking into account cellular diamagnetophoresis and magnetophoresis, provided analytical and quick design optimization and determined iFCS’s operating parameters given design constraints. In contrast, the CTC-iChip operated on three entirely different working principles (DLI, inertial focusing and magnetophoresis), with each of them needing their own modeling and optimization process. The numbers of physical models required, as well as the complexity of integrating the devices together, could complicate the use and application of the CTC-iChip. Finally, we realize that the red blood cell lysis step in iFCS could potentially cause CTC loss in patient samples. Even though the cell loss was small (0.08%) in cancer cell line control experiments (see Fig. S2†), it is difficult to characterize such cell loss from patient samples without a side-by-side comparison between iFCS and a whole-blood processing technology such as the CTC-iChip. In summary, with other performance metrics (throughput, WBC contamination and cell integrity) being equal, iFCS has the advantages of recovering small CTCs, quick design and optimization processes, but lacks the ability to process whole blood in current devices.

Conclusions

We developed an iFCS method and its prototype devices for tumor antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive enrichment of CTCs from cancer patients. iFCS integrated both “diamagnetophoresis” and “magnetophoresis” of cells in a biocompatible ferrofluid with tunable magnetic nanoparticle concentration in a microfluidic device. The working principle was based on contrast of cell magnetization, with which ferrofluids acted as liquid “magnetization filters”.

CTCs with almost zero magnetization (less than that of ferrofluids) were enriched and WBCs with high magnetization (more than that of ferrofluids) were depleted. We developed an analytical model to guide the optimization processes of iFCS and determine appropriate operating parameters. Through validations with both spike-in samples and clinical samples using these operating parameters, the performance of iFCS devices was determined to be: (1) a close-to-complete CTC recovery rate of 99.08% at a clinically relevant occurrence rate for CTCs (1−10 cells per mL), regardless of their surface antigens and sizes; (2) a minimal WBC contamination of 533 ± 34 cells at the device output for every one milliliter of blood processed; (3) a blood processing throughput of 12 mL h⁻¹; (4) minimally affected cell integrity after enrichment, including viability and proliferation.

We used iFCS devices to investigate whether heterogeneous populations of CTC cell types could potentially yield clinical utility. From the first two cohorts of cancer patients (breast and lung cancers), we discovered a variety of CTC subtypes that were positive for epithelial or mesenchymal biomarkers alone, or cells that were positive for both markers. We also discovered that each patient had a high level of CTC size variation, which overlapped with the size distribution of WBCs. This finding highlights the need to develop a tumor cell antigen-independent and cell size variation-inclusive method for CTC studies.

Our third patient cohort – breast cancer cohort – in this study is limited to early-stage cancer patients that had no indication of metastatic disease. In this small cohort (n = 6), we found that EpCAM-only CTCs were the least correlated with tumor grade, mesenchymal cells (vimentin-only CTCs) were significantly more correlated, and EMT cells had the highest correlation, suggesting that the presence of transitioning EMT cells may indicate the invasiveness and aggressiveness of the primary tumor. We also attempted culturing of CTCs from these patients with variable success; 3 out 6 patients’ CTCs showed >60% growth over a 72 hour period. We found that the two patients with the highest CTC growth curves had the lowest proportion of both epithelial and EMT CTCs, and the highest relative mesenchymal CTCs. This suggests that the intended enrichment of viable CTCs has been validated with the iFCS device. We note that these results are from a small number of patients and are not yet clinically significant. Further investigations with large cohort numbers are needed in order to validate them.
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